Brain Dominance Test
This is a Brain Dominance test that determine which type of brain dominance you have.
It might be accurate and might be not but just give it a try for the fun of it. =p
First of all, you will need to identify which side of the brain you use. This will be done in
two parts and the combination of the results will show you which type of personality you
have.
PART 1
...............
Hold your hands together, as if you were praying then look at your hands.
If you see
Left thumb is below the right thumb -----left brain
Right thumb is below the left thumb------- right brain
Example:
http://i35.photobucket.com/albums/d166/forevermzcm/Praysmall.jpg
As you can see, my right thumb is below the left thumb
So, for the first part it is right brain
(I even do the labeling just in case some of you doesn't know how to differentiate, =p)
PART 2
...................
Fold your arms in front of you
Right arm above left arm------left brain
Left arm above right arm-------right brain
Example:
http://i35.photobucket.com/albums/d166/forevermzcm/ARMsmall.jpg
As you can see, my right arm is above the left arm
So, for the second part it is left brain
My combination is Right+Left
...........................................................
Now, what does that mean?
Based on 1+2 (the order is important), below is the interpretation of your personality:
Right+Left
Considerate, traditional, indirect type
Can instinctively read other's emotion, and respond friendly by natures.
Although not very into taking initiatives in moving forward, but this person will always
take a step back in supporting others.
Stable personality and considerate, give others a being protected feeling.
But the weakness is they cannot say no; regardless how unwilling they are, they will take
care of others.
Right+Right
Loves challenges, Straightforward type.
Once they decided on one thing, will take action right away.
Very curious, and love challenges. Dare to face dangers without thinking through
(sometimes foolishly).
Their weakness is they don't listen to others, will filter in only what whey want to hear in
a conversation, and very subjective.
However, because of their straightforward attitude, they tend to be fairly popular.
Left+Left

Dedicated, cold, perfectionist type
Very logical in all aspects.
The only way to defeat (or win over) him/her is through reasons.
Has a lot of prides, and feeling strongly about doing the right thing.
If they are your friends, they are very trustworthy.
However, if they are your opponents, they will be very tough to deal with.
Because they can be very 'anal' as a perfectionist, they usually leave a bad impression
of being hard to deal with when first met.
Left+Right
Likes to take care of others, leader type.
Has a cool and keen observation ability to see through situations, yet still can be
considerate in others needs.
Because of their cool and calm nature, and strong sense of responsibility, they tend to
become head of a group.
Popular among people.
However, they may not be able to help themselves in meddling because they want to
take care of others too much.
Very concerned about how others view them, and always on alert.
I am the Right-Left and that makes me considerate, very friendly, supportive, give people
protective feeling, likes to take care of others. Cannot say NO? So, remember not to ask
anything of me ya.... You know I can't say NO. =p
(If the test is true I mean)
So, how about you? What is your type? Is it accurate?

